Fact Sheet

DXC Baggage
Calculator
Automate baggage rules
and fees
• Standardized, automated,
and accurate pricing across
agents/channels
• Inclusion of special items
and gear
• Integration via web service
• Wide range of features
and benefits:
−− Partner airline rules
−− Government regulations
−− Loyalty benefits
−− Special discounts

Rich functionality

Virtually no configuration

DXC Technology offers the Baggage
Calculator solution to help you
automate and simplify baggage rules
and fees. Functions include:

Baggage Calculator is driven by
industry-wide ATPCO data feeds. The
system is updated on an hourly basis
and consumes data from hundreds of
carriers.

• Identifying the fee-determining carrier
• Slicing the itinerary into baggage
travel units
• Applying government rules (including
US DOT and Canadian Transportation
Agency)
• Applying industry rules (including IATA
Reso. 302)
• Checking for embargo items
• Checking for prepaid discount
eligibility
• Applying frequent flyer benefits—even
for partner airlines
• Issuing Electronic Miscellaneous
Documents (EMDs)
Web Service and EMD interface
The Baggage Calculator is available
through a dynamic XML-based web
service, which can be connected to
virtually any airline IT system. It is also
available through the DXC EMD product
with a user-friendly, web-based
interface, allowing the user to issue
an EMD.

A solution for your entire airline
Reservations—Provide accurate
information to your customers for even
the most complicated itineraries.
Check-in—Apply rules and charges in
seconds for interline journeys, special
gear, and multiple passengers.
Revenue accounting—A powerful way
to avoid debit memos and improve your
ticket audits for interline settlement.
Revenue management and revenue
integrity—Avoid revenue leakage by
making sure that every agent assesses
the correct fee.

Learn more at
www.dxc.com/
travel_and_transportation
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About DXC
DXC Technology (DXC: NYSE) is the world’s leading independent, end-to-end IT services company, helping clients
harness the power of innovation to thrive on change. Created by the merger of CSC and the Enterprise Services
business of Hewlett Packard Enterprise, DXC Technology serves nearly 6,000 private and public sector clients
across 70 countries. The company’s technology independence, global talent and extensive partner network
combine to deliver powerful next-generation IT services and solutions. DXC Technology is recognized among the
best corporate citizens globally. For more information, visit www.dxc.technology.
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